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Essential ASP.NET 2.0 is the Microsoft developer's definitive reference for ASP.NET 2.0 programming. It covers all you need to know to build robust, well-designed Web applications with ASP.NET 2.0, Visual Studio 2005, and .NET 2.0. ASP.NET MVP Fritz Onion and Developer Security MVP Keith Brown draw on their unparalleled experience working with ASP.NET 2.0 and teaching it to professional developers. From data binding to security, UIs to performance, they demystify ASP.NET 2.0's most difficult areas, and introduce little-known techniques for leveraging it to the fullest.
The perfect companion to his previous classic, Essential ASP.NET with Examples in C#, Essential ASP.NET 2.0 offers hundreds of new C# examples that illuminate today's best Web development practices. (Both C# and VB 2005 versions of all code examples can be downloaded from the companion Web site.) 

Topics explored in-depth include:

	Application architecture
	Code behind
	Master pages
	Themes and skins
	Navigation controls
	Data binding
	State management
	Security
	Web Parts
	Diagnostics
	Performance optimization
	Asynchronous tasks and pages


Simply put, if you want to design and build better ASP.NET 2.0 Web applications, Essential ASP.NET 2.0 delivers everything you need: insider's knowledge, proven best practices, and outstanding code samples.

About the Author

Fritz Onion is cofounder of Microsoft .NET training provider Pluralsight, and author of Pluralsight's ASP.NET curriculum. He teaches ASP.NET development worldwide. The author of the highly acclaimed Essential ASP.NET with Examples in C# (Addison-Wesley), Onion is a columnist for MSDN Magazine, and a regular speaker at TechEd, VSLive!, and PDC. 

Keith Brown is cofounder of Pluralsight and contributing editor for MSDN Magazine. He is the author of Programming Windows Security and The .NET Developer's Guide to Windows Security, both from Addison-Wesley.
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Learning Facebook Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Using Facebook Applications, developers can add custom features to one of the most popular websites in the world. Facebook is the biggest social network among college students, and is gaining ground among professionals too. Facebook applications enable you to add new ways for users to interact with each other using Facebook.
Facebook...
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Programmer's Guide to Drupal: Principles, Practices, and PitfallsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have taught you certain lessons—and only some of them apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of programming principles that require a different approach, and many programmers make mistakes when relying on skills they’ve used for other projects. This book will show...
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Innovation in Developing Countries: Lessons from Vietnam and Laos (Kobe University Monograph Series in Social Science Research)Springer, 2019

	
		The main focus of this book is innovation for developing countries: what is the innovation for, what are the current conditions of the innovation, and how to effectively innovate in developing economies. It contains the latest insights and analyses of innovation based on intensive interviews as well as primary and secondary data of...
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Foundation Web Design: Essential HTML, JavaScript, CSS, Photoshop, Fireworks, and FlashFriends of Ed, 2003

	Want to create a top-level website from scratch, but dont know where to start? Well, youve got a choice: buy this book, or buy ten others...


	Creating a website in today's environment is no longer a question of knowing about one piece of software, or one technology. To achieve the best results, you need broad knowledge on a...
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Microservices Deployment CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Adopt microservices-based architecture and deploy it at scale
	
		Build your complete microservice architecture using different recipes for different solutions
	
		Identify specific tools for specific scenarios and deliver immediate business results, correlate use cases, and adopt them...
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501 German Verbs with CD-ROM (501 Verb Series)Barron's Educational Series, 2007

	The most commonly used 501 German verbs are arranged alphabetically in a table format, one verb per page with English translation, and conjugated in all tenses and forms. The book’s additional features include common idioms with example sentences to demonstrate verb usage and a grammar review. This book includes a bonus CD-ROM enclosed...
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